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Quality-guided phase unwrapping (QGPU) is a widely used technique, and an adjoin list plays a very important role in the QGPU process. Indexed interwoven linked list (I2L2) is a data structure for implementing the adjoin list. In this paper, we propose three improvements on the I2L2. The first improvement is resumed searching, which records the highest nonempty level in the I2L2 and reduces the computational redundancy; the second is an adaptive mapping between the quality values and the I2L2 levels, which reduces the effect of concentrated quality value distribution. Last, I2L2-H, a new variant of the I2L2 combining the advantages of both the I2L2 and heap, is developed. With these three improvements, the improved I2L2 is over 6 times faster than the original one in the best cases, and it can process large phase maps in almost real time. © 2014 Optical Society of America
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1. Introduction

In many phase-measuring techniques, such as optical interferometric methods [1], fringe projection profilometry [2,3], and interferometric synthetic aperture radar [4], the retrieved phase is wrapped within a range from $-\pi$ to $\pi$, that is, modulo $2\pi$. The wrapped phase needs to be unwrapped to obtain a continuous phase. This process is called phase unwrapping [5].

Many phase unwrapping algorithms have been proposed, including spatial phase unwrapping methods, such as the Goldstein’s branch cut method [6], the quality-guided method [7], the Flynn’s minimum weighted discontinuity method [8], and the minimum $L^p$-norm method [9]; and temporal phase unwrapping methods, such as the dynamic unwrapping method [10], the multifrequency method [11–13], and the heterodyne method [14]. Spatial methods only need one wrapped phase map, but they have a restriction that they all assume the phase difference between neighboring pixels lies within the range $-\pi$ to $\pi$. They cannot handle the phase discontinuity problem that the true phase difference is out of this range. Meanwhile, spatial methods also suffer from the noise problem. On the other hand, temporal methods are robust to the discontinuity problem and not sensitive to noise [15], but they require multiple frames of wrapped phase along the time axis or multifrequency fringe patterns.

The quality-guided phase unwrapping (QGPU) technique has been proved as an effective, efficient, and automatic spatial phase unwrapping method [5,7]. It uses a quality map to represent the goodness of pixels, and good pixels are processed prior to the bad ones. Noisy pixels and pixels around discontinuous areas are usually considered as bad pixels and assigned low quality values. Many quality maps have been proposed to distinguish good and bad pixels [16]. The QGPU maintains a list called the adjoin list. Pixels whose neighboring pixels have been unwrapped will be stored in the adjoin list as the
unwrapping candidates. Only the pixel with the highest quality value in the adjoin list will be selected for unwrapping. The QGPU process can be described as follows.

Step 1: choose the pixel with the highest quality value in the quality map as the seed pixel, and insert it into the adjoin list.

Step 2: unwrap the pixel with the highest quality value in the adjoin list. After that, remove this pixel from the adjoin list, and insert its unprocessed neighboring pixels into the adjoin list.

Step 3: repeat step 2 till the adjoin list is empty.

A data structure can be used to implement an adjoin list if it supports the following three operations: inserting a new pixel, deleting the unwrapped pixel, and searching the pixel with the highest quality value. In [16], we introduced a data structure named indexed interwoven linked list (I2L2), which satisfies these requirements very well. The I2L2 achieves very high unwrapping speed. In this paper, we further improve its performance from three aspects. First, because the original I2L2 has redundant computations on searching the highest nonempty level, we add a step to record it to reduce the redundancy and thus accelerate the searching. Second, we find that a highly concentrated quality value distribution slows down the unwrapping speed. An adaptive mapping method is proposed to reduce the effect of quality value distribution. Last, we combine the advantages of I2L2 and heap and create a new structure called I2L2-H. Heap is a widely used data structure with a characteristic of efficient element insertion [17]. The I2L2-H obtains the best results in most test cases, and we believe it is a good choice to implement the adjoin list.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the original I2L2 is first introduced; I2L2 with searching redundancy removal and adaptive mapping is described; and a comparison between the improved I2L2 and original I2L2 is provided. In Section 3, the concept, operations, and implementation of I2L2-H are introduced, followed by a comparison with I2L2 and heap. The paper is concluded in Section 4.

2. I2L2

As discussed above, the adjoin list involves three types of operations. To achieve high efficiency, we assume that pixels in an adjoin list are ordered; that is, they are queued according to their quality values [16]. Thus, searching the highest quality value can be directly achieved by selecting the first pixel in the list. Thus we only need to consider how to insert a new pixel at a proper location in the list and how to delete the unwrapped pixel from the list.

A. Original I2L2

The I2L2 proposed in [16] is originated from the linked list [17]. If we use a linked list to implement the adjoin list, deleting the unwrapped pixel is very simple, but it is time consuming to insert a new pixel into the adjoin list at its proper location, especially when the adjoin list is very long. Our idea is to cut the whole linked list into several levels based on the quality values. Each level forms a short linked list, and these short linked lists are connected through an array, which stores their head indices. This data structure is shown in Fig. 1(a). The quality values decrease downward from the higher short linked lists to the lower ones. Meanwhile, in the same short linked list, quality values decrease from the head to the tail [i.e., from left to right in Fig. 1(a)].

With the data structure shown in Fig. 1(a), the program needs to allocate or release memory dynamically when a pixel is inserted or removed from the adjoin list. This problem can be avoided by preallocating memory for the short linked lists. A one-dimensional (1D) array [as shown in Fig. 1(b)] is created and shared by all short linked lists. The index of an element in the 1D array has a one-to-one relationship with the location of a pixel in the two-dimensional (2D) quality map. This data structure is the I2L2. The I2L2 is over 35% faster than the indexed linked list [16]. Because the data structures shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) have an equivalent strategy, the former is used for explanation in the following sections, although the latter is used for real implementation.

B. Improved I2L2 with Resumed Searching

1. Recording the Highest Nonempty Level

In the QGPU, we need to find the pixel with the highest quality value for unwrapping. This pixel is the first pixel in the highest nonempty level in the I2L2 data structure. We thus need to search this highest nonempty level repeatedly. In our original implementation, the search always starts from the top of the index array until a nonempty level is found. This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). To reduce the searching cost so as to improve the I2L2, we keep a record of the highest nonempty level. When inserting
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Fig. 1. (a) Indexed linked list and (b) I2L2.
a new pixel into the adjoin list, the algorithm will check the level of this pixel. If the level of this pixel is higher than the recorded highest nonempty level, the record is updated. With this record, in our current implementation, the I2L2 starts the searching from the recorded position each time, instead of the top of the index array [see Fig. 2(b)]. To differentiate the original and current implementations, we call them refreshed searching and resumed searching, respectively. Obviously the resumed searching reduces the computing redundancy, and thus reduction of time cost can be expected.

In the original I2L2, the level number $L$ is determined by the user, while $L = (MN)^{1/2}$ is recommended where $M$ and $N$ are the row and column numbers of a phase map [16]. Because the resumed searching strategy only performs a partial searching, we can increase the level number to improve the overall searching performance. Thus $L = k \cdot (MN)^{1/2}$ can be set where $k \geq 1$ (typically 16) is a factor.

2. **Comparison between the Refreshed Searching and the Resumed Searching**

In order to evaluate the performance of the resumed searching in our current implementation, three wrapped phase maps (Fig. 3) with different sizes are used. These examples are peaks $(512 \times 512)$, coffee cup lid $(960 \times 1280)$, and toy duck $(1000 \times 1000)$. The peaks example is simulated by the MATLAB built-in `peaks` function, and normally distributed random noise is added. The other two examples are obtained by the fringe pattern projection technique. The quality map of coffee cup lid is its modulation map, and the quality maps of the peaks example and toy duck example are generated by the windowed Fourier ridges algorithm [18]. All the quality maps are shown in Fig. 4. As we only focus on the phase unwrapping process, all quality maps are provided prior to the unwrapping process. The time cost of generating quality maps is not included in the results.

Both the refreshed searching and the resumed searching are implemented by C++. The test program runs on a Dell Precision T3600 workstation. The CPU frequency is 3.20 GHz and the memory is 16 Gbytes. To reduce the effect of background programs, all tests are performed 10 times, and the average is used. The refreshed searching with $L = (MN)^{1/2}$, the resumed searching with $L = (MN)^{1/2}$, and the resumed searching with $L = 16 \times (MN)^{1/2}$ are tested. These different searching strategies give exactly the same unwrapping results (shown in Fig. 5) and thus are not discussed. However, as shown in Table 1, their time costs are different and thus compared.

From the results, we find that the resumed searching has a better performance than the original refreshed searching. In the coffee cup lid example, the resumed searching performs over 300% faster than the refreshed searching. However, the improvements of the peaks example and the toy duck example are much lower. This is because in these two examples, the qualities of the majority pixels are very high and thus the pixels in I2L2 are located in the levels close to the top level. In such cases, the computing redundancy of the refreshed searching is not high, resulting in only a small improvement by the resumed...
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**Fig. 2.** Searching the highest nonempty level. (a) Refreshed searching and (b) resumed searching.

**Fig. 3.** Wrapped phase maps. (a) Peaks $(512 \times 512)$, (b) coffee cup lid $(960 \times 1280)$, and (c) toy duck $(1000 \times 1000)$. 
searching. In the following sections, the resumed searching is used as the default implementation.

C. Improved I2L2 with Adaptive Levels

1. Assigning Levels Adaptive to Quality Value Distribution

The intention of the I2L2 is to cut a long linked list into several short linked lists to make the searching more efficient. To achieve it, in the original I2L2, the whole range of quality values is equally cut into $L$ small ranges, where $L$ is the level number of I2L2 determined by the user. All pixels in the quality map are assigned a level index by linear mapping. In this implementation, each short linked list represents a small fixed range of quality values.

Unfortunately, in some wrapped phase maps, the quality values concentrate in a small range. Consequently, the majority of the pixels will be queued in a small number of short linked lists. These short linked lists are not really short any more. The peaks [shown in Fig. 6(a)] and toy duck [shown in Fig. 6(c)] serve as such examples. Furthermore, if we examine the coffee cup lid example [shown in Fig. 6(b)], this problem also exists. In fact, this is a problem in more or less all wrapped phase maps. We propose nonlinear and adaptive mapping from quality values to different levels, instead of the previous linear mapping. The basic idea is to build a histogram with a bin number much larger than the level number and properly combine bins into levels to realize a more dispersed quality values distribution. The idea is similar to but different from histogram equalization [19]. This adaptive mapping process is described in detail as follows.

Step 1: build a histogram with $n \times L$ bins ($n$ is an integer), and also assign the bin indices to all pixels in the quality map. Higher $n$ reduces the bin width and obtains a better discrimination of the quality values, especially in the dense area. In our experiments, $n = 8$.

Step 2: reduce the bin number to $L$ by merging the neighboring bins from left to right. Each bin should have no more than $M \times N/L$ pixels, except the last bin or the bins that have more than $M \times N/L$ pixels before the bin merging.

Step 3: assign the level indices to all pixels based on the relationship between bins and levels in step 2.

An example is given to explain the idea. Figure 7 shows a $10 \times 10$ quality map. The values of the pixels in this quality map are from 1 to 40. For easier demonstration, we set $L = 10$ and $n = 4$; that is, the I2L2 uses 10 levels, and the histogram has 40 bins. The histogram is computed and shown in Fig. 8. Following step 2, 40 bins are merged to 10 levels. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Level Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refreshed</td>
<td>$(MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumed</td>
<td>$(MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumed</td>
<td>$16 \times (MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Searching</th>
<th>Level Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Refreshed</td>
<td>$(MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumed</td>
<td>$(MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resumed</td>
<td>$16 \times (MN)^{1/2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison between the Refreshed Searching and Resumed Searching

Fig. 4. Quality maps. (a) Peaks, (b) coffee cup lid, and (c) toy duck.

Fig. 5. Unwrapped phase maps. (a) Peaks, (b) coffee cup lid, and (c) toy duck.
obtained pixel distribution in levels is shown in Fig. 9(a). For comparison, the original nonadaptive pixel distribution is shown in Fig. 9(b). Obviously, the adaptive mapping provides better pixel distribution than the fixed mapping and thus an improved performance can be expected.

2. Comparison between Fixed and Adaptive Mapping

The three examples and configurations used in Section 2.B.2 are adopted again to examine the performance of the adaptive mapping. We first scrutinize the time costs to establish fixed and adaptive

Fig. 6. Quality distribution curves. (a) Peaks, (b) coffee cup lid, and (c) toy duck.

Fig. 7. Quality map example (10 × 10).

Fig. 8. Histogram with 40 bins.

Fig. 9. (a) Histogram of quality distribution with adaptive mapping and (b) histogram of quality distribution with fixed mapping.
mapping. The results are shown in Table 2. It shows that although the adaptive mapping is more complicated than the fixed one, the additional time cost for establishing the mapping is insignificant. The quality value distribution curve comparisons are shown in Fig. 10. After establishing the adaptive mapping, the quality distribution curves in the peaks example and coffee cup lid example are flattened, except that some bins cannot be separated by the adaptive mapping. The toy duck example is an extreme case. Because this example has a large number of pixels with the same value, the adaptive mapping method cannot reduce the length of such bins, and only a small number of pixels are redistributed.

We next compare the phase unwrapping with two different mapping strategies. The results are listed in Table 3. It can be seen that the performance of adaptive mapping is over 120% of the fixed one. It is not as dramatic as we may hope. This is because the adaptive mapping cannot change a very concentrated quality distribution into a very wide distribution.

To summarize, after using both resumed searching and adaptive mapping, the I2L2 performance has improved explicitly. In the best case (coffee cup lid), the improved I2L2 reduces the time consumption from 436.27 to 85.34 ms, which is over 5 times faster. Even in the worst case (toy duck), the improved I2L2 still has 48% improvement.

3. I2L2-H: a New I2L2 Variant

In the I2L2, we need to insert new elements into an ordered linked list. Currently, a new element needs to be compared with all pixels larger than it until its proper location is found. Because a heap can archive more efficient insertion, a hybrid data structure combing the I2L2 and heap is proposed as the third improvement on the I2L2.

A. Proposed Hybrid I2L2 with Heaps

1. Structure and Basic Operations of a Heap

Heap [17] is a tree-based data structure. Each node of a heap has one pointer to its parent (i.e., a node in its upper level), and one pointer to each child (i.e., a node in its lower level). A heap has a property that all parent–child pairs in the data structure will follow the same value order. For instance, if it is a binary max heap (shown in Fig. 11), the values of parent nodes are always larger than or equal to the values of their child nodes, and the largest value can be found at the root position.

Inserting new elements and deleting the root element are two basic operations of a heap. To insert a new element, the first step is to add the new element to the end of the heap, which is the leftmost available position in the bottom level of the heap. Then, the insertion operation stops. An example of insertion is shown in Fig. 12. A new element with the value of 30 is to be inserted. First, it is placed

![Fig. 10. Quality distribution curves comparison between the fixed and adaptive mapping. The blue curve represents the fixed mapping, and the red curve is the adaptive mapping. (a) Peaks, (b) coffee cup lid, and (c) toy duck.](image)

| Table 3. Comparison of Speed Among Refreshed Searching and Resumed Searching with Both Fixed and Adaptive Mappings |
|---------------------------------------------------|------------------|------------------|-----------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| Searching                                         | Mapping          | Level Number     | Peaks (ms)      | Coffee Cup Lid (ms) | Toy Duck (ms)    |
| Refreshed                                         | Fixed            | (MN)\(^{1/2}\)   | 36.28           | 436.27            | 63.29            |
| Refreshed                                         | Adaptive         | (MN)\(^{1/2}\)   | 32.26           | 417.36            | 61.57            |
| Resumed                                           | Fixed            | 16 \times (MN)\(^{1/2}\) | 23.04           | 138.19            | 51.37            |
| Resumed                                           | Adaptive         | 16 \times (MN)\(^{1/2}\) | 16.89           | 85.34             | 42.71            |
at the end of the heap [Fig. 12(a)]. It is then compared with its parent, whose value is 10. Because the new element is larger than its parent, they are swapped [Fig. 12(b)]. Then, the new element is continued for comparison with its new parent with a value of 25. Since the new element is still larger, they are swapped again. Finally, the new element is compared with the root element with a value of 120. Because the new element is smaller, the insertion stops [Fig. 12(c)]. Because the new element only recursively compared with its parents, a heap is faster than a linked list on inserting an element.

Deleting the root element is straightforward, but the heap order must be restored after the deletion. After removing the root element, the last element of the heap is selected as the new root. Then the new root is compared with its children. If the root is larger than its children, the operation terminates. If not, the root is swapped with its larger child and compared with its new children. Figure 13 demonstrates how to restore the order of a heap after the root element is removed. The last element with the value of 11 is chosen to be the new root [Fig. 13(a)]. Then it is compared with its children. Because the new root is smaller, it is swapped with its larger child with the value of 40 [Fig. 13(b)]. At last, the element is swapped with the element with the value of 26, and the restoring operation stops [Fig. 13(c)].

2. Structure of I2L2-H

Because a heap is faster than a linked list on inserting an element, in order to reduce the time of insertion, we propose to replace each short linked list by a heap. The new proposed structure is shown in Fig. 14 and named as I2L2-H in order to distinguish it from the previous I2L2. Nodes in heaps represent the pixels in the I2L2, and the values of nodes are the quality values. The root node of each heap is the largest pixel in the level, and the root

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peaks</th>
<th>Coffee</th>
<th>Cup Lid</th>
<th>Toy Duck</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I2L2</td>
<td>16.89</td>
<td>85.34</td>
<td>42.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2L2-H</td>
<td>12.84</td>
<td>66.19</td>
<td>54.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>20.75</td>
<td>115.2</td>
<td>58.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11. Binary max heap data structure.

Fig. 12. Operations of inserting a new element. (a) The new element is inserted to the end of the heap. (b) and (c) Subsequent steps of moving the new element to the proper position.

Fig. 13. Operations of restoring heap order after deleting the root element. (a) Replace the root with the last element. (b) and (c) Subsequent steps of restoring the order of the heap.
of the highest nonempty level is selected to be unwrapped each time.

When a new pixel comes in for insertion, we first find its proper level in the I2L2-H, and then add it to the end of the corresponding heap. Then it is moved to its proper location following the inserting steps of a heap. To unwrap the pixel with the highest quality value, the root of the heap in the highest nonempty level is first selected and then removed from the heap. The heap restores its order following the deletion steps of a heap. Comparing with the I2L2, the time complexity of insertion is reduced from \( O(n) \) of the I2L2 to \( O(\log_2 n) \) of the I2L2-H, where \( n \) is pixel number in this level. However, the time complexity of removing one pixel is increased from \( O(1) \) of the I2L2 to \( O(\log_2 n) \) of the I2L2-H. The overall time consumption of the I2L2-H is expected to be lower than the I2L2.

It is noteworthy that, since a single heap data structure fulfills the requirements of the adjoin list mentioned in Section 1, the QGPU can also be implemented by a single heap [20,21]. Using a single heap for QGPU will be implemented and compared with both I2L2 and I2L2-H.

B. Comparison among I2L2-H, I2L2, and a Single Heap

The previous examples are used for comparisons. We use our own implementation of the heaps because it is about 30% faster than the implementation of the C++ Standard Template Library. The results are shown in Table 4. For the peaks and coffee cup lid examples, the I2L2-H performs the best, as expected. However, for the toy duck example, the I2L2 performs better than the I2L2-H, due to its unusual quality value distribution. A single heap always performs the worst.

To summarize, these three data structures have their own advantages and drawbacks. With respect to concepts, the I2L2 converts 1D search to 2D and is intuitive. As for the heap, it is an existing data structure in textbooks, thus considered simple for programmers. I2L2-H is a hybrid between the I2L2 and the heap. With respect to implementation, the heap is less complex than the I2L2 and the I2L2-H.

Also, the heap has very rich resources on the Internet for researchers to utilize. With respect to performance, the I2L2-H is the best choice among the three data structures because it inserts elements faster than I2L2 and it needs less time to restore order than using a single heap.

C. Comparison between the Original and Improved I2L2

After three improvements introduced in previous sections, the final comparison results between the I2L2-H proposed in this paper and the original I2L2 proposed in [16] are listed in Table 5. We can find the improved I2L2 is over 6 times faster than the original I2L2 in the coffee cup lid example and nearly 3 times in the peaks example. Because of the unusual quality distribution of the toy duck example, the improved I2L2 is only 17% faster than the original one.

In addition, we can find that the I2L2-H is able to unwrap the coffee cup lid example and the toy duck example, which have 1 or more megapixels, in only 70 ms; that is, about 15 frames per second. It approaches the requirement of real-time phase unwrapping. For the peaks example, which has about a quarter of 1 megapixel, it achieves more than 75 frames per second, which exceeds the real-time requirement.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, three improvements of I2L2, the resumed searching, the adaptive mapping, and I2L2-H, are proposed. The resumed searching maintains a record of the highest nonempty level and reduces unnecessary comparisons. The adaptive mapping is used to solve the problem of concentrated distribution. It maps the quality values to the I2L2 levels dynamically instead of the original linear mapping and optimizes the quality value distribution. Heap is a data structure that is efficient on insertion. Thus heaps are used to replace the short linked list, resulting in the I2L2-H. From the experimental results, the I2L2-H performs better than the I2L2 and the heap, and it is over 6 times faster than the original I2L2 in the best case. We consider that the I2L2-H is a good choice to implement the adjoin list for phase unwrapping.
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